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Abstract 
This paper is devoted to derive a stochastic process version of the “Gibbs principle”. Namely, 
we calculate the law of a jump process (X,, t E [0, T]) given the condition that the empirical 
energy function of N copies of the process, remains in some domain for all t E [0, 7’1, when N is 
large. The main tools are Csiszar’s theory on conditional limit theorems and a law of large 
numbers in non-separable Banach spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider a sequence of i.i.d. random variables (Xi), i 3 1 with values in a finite set 
C and common law ,u, and Ic/:C + R. We are interested in the laws @‘(. ) = 
Pr(X’E.IC(n) = {~/~C~=~$(X’)EU}) f or large 12, where U c [w is an interval. 
A special case of the “Gibbs principle”, cf. Dembo-Zeitouni (1991), asserts that if there 
exists SUE C such that ,u(Q) > 0 and Il/(sO) belongs to the interior of U, then the 
sequence $’ converges (in variation, but it does not matter in this case) to a probability 
measure p* which maximizes the entropy S(v):= - ~,,z~(s)log(v(s)/p(s)) subject to 
the constraint 1 sezv(~) $(s) E U. The relevance of this result to statistical mechanics 
can be seen as follows: Xi represents the state of the particle (i) of a gas, $(X’) its 
energy, then the behavior of a particle, subject to an energy constraint like C(n), is 
described by p”(. ), which is called the microcanonical distribution and approximated 
by IL* when the number of particles becomes large. For such a distribution and its 
relation to other forms of the maximum entropy principle used in statistical mechan- 
ics (the equivalence of ensembles), we refer to Ellis (1984, Ch. III). 
The Gibbs principle as stated above. has been studied by many authors, see Vasicek 
(1980) van Campenhout and Cover (1981) and the references therein. It received 
generalizations in various directions by Csiszar (1984) in a basic article (which, in 
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particular, clarified the kind of convergence and the relation to Sanov-type theorems) 
and, among others, Stroock-Zeitouni (1991) and Lewis et al. (1995). 
The purpose of this paper is to give a “process version” of this principle. More 
precisely, let (Xi), i >, 1 be a sequence of Markov jump, processes with countable state 
space x and $I : C + R’ a map (which associates an energy to each state). Then we are 
interested in the limiting behavior of the conditional laws 
P.(.)=Pr 
( I 
XiE. i ,$ $(XI)EU, VtE[O,T] , 
L-1 > 
(1.1) 
as n 7 cc, where U c R is an interval and T > 0. 
Csiszar’s work - which is the most adapted to our context - dealt with the case 
where Xi are i.i.d. E-valued random variables, (E, 6) is a measurable space and Y is 
a measurable map from E to a locally convex topological vector space I/. He showed 
that if the law of Y(X’) is convex-tight and C is a convex subset of V whose interior 
has a non-void intersection with the support of Y(X’), then the sequence of probabil- 
ity measures 
converges in information (see Section 2 below) to some probability distribution Q* 
given by 
dQ* dQ( .) = ce’*(‘(‘“, (1.3) 
where Q is the law of X’ and 1* is some continuous linear form on V. If we try to 
express our problem in Csiszar’s theorem framework, we are led to choose E as the 
path space of the process X’, I’ some subspace of Rco,rl and Y:E + V, 
w4&4t)))tE[0,T,. Taking U = [e - Fe, e + se], for example, our problem is re- 
duced to determining the limit of Q’“’ given by (1.2) with C = B,(e,&e)nV, where 
B,(x,r) = {&ll@?Il~ -x1( m < r} (with an obvious abuse of notation). 
We have to determine a good topological vector space I/ such that the conditions of 
the Csiszar’s theorem could be satisfied. If we choose V as a subspace of Rco,rl, for 
instance, the space D([O, T], R) of cadlag functions, endowed with a topology which is 
weaker than that induced by the supremum norm 11. II m, then the interior of C will be 
empty. (Notice that D([O, T], R) equipped with the Skorohod topology is not even 
a topological vector space.) On the other hand, if we consider the topology of the 
supremum norm on I’, then the law of Y(X’) will not be tight in general (unless, for 
instance, Y = constant), since the support of the process Y(X’) is not separable with 
respect to this topology (cf. Billingsley, 1968, Appendix III). 
The tightness assumption plays a major role in the Csiszar’s proof of his conditional 
limit theorem. The aim of this paper is to show how one can overcome these 
difficulties. 
Conditional limit results for distributions of type (1.2) are related to the Sanov 
property and especially the lower bound of large deviation of the empirical distribu- 
tion of the sequence Xi (see Proposition 4.2 below). On the other hand, the lower 
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bound of large deviation probabilities can be related to the law of large numbers in 
Banach space. Therefore, the proof below is based on a consequence of a general lower 
bound result due to Bahadur et al. (1980) and a law of large numbers, for a sequence of 
processes viewed as a sequence random variables with values in a Banach space which 
is not necessarily separable, due to Hoffmann-Jargensen (1985). These results are 
presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we state the conditional limit theorem. Section 4 is 
devoted to a characterization of some generalized I-projections of the law of the 
Markov process and the inequality relating Sanov property to the convergence in 
information of Pen). Finally, in Section 5 we achieve the proof of the main result and 
indicate the initial motivation of this problem. 
2. Preliminaries 
2. I. Dejinitions and notations 
Let (E, 8) be a measurable space, M,(E) the set of probability measures (p.m’s) 
on E. For P,QEM~(E), D(Q((P) will denote the I-divergence (or the Kullback- 
Leibler information, often denoted by H(. I.) in the literature) of Q with respect to P, 
i.e. 
WQIIP) = 
j log(dQ/dP)dQ if Q << P, 
+cO otherwise. 
(2.4) 
If n c M,(E) then we set D(Ull P) = inf e6nD(QIIP). A sequence P,, of p.m’s con- 
verges in information to a p.m. P if D(P,, 11 P) + 0 as n 7 CC . This type of ‘convergence’ 
implies the convergence in variation and we have I P - Q ( d (2D(Pll Q)“’ where 
I Q - P ( is the variation of the signed measure Q - P; see CsiszBr (1975). For a convex 
subset n c M,(E) and PE Ml (E), a p.m P* is called the I-projection of P on n if 
P* E ZI and D(P* II P) = D(h’)I P). CsiszLr (1975) established that this I-projection 
exists if n is variation-closed and that in general there exists a probability measure P*, 
called the generalized I-projection, which is not necessarily in n such that every 
sequence P. E Il with D(P,, 11 P) + D(I7 11 P), converges to P* in variation. This general- 
ized I-projection satisfies the following inequalities: 
D(P’llP) > D(p’IIP*) + LqzzllP), VPP’En, (2.5) 
D(P*IIP) d LqIIllP). (2.6) 
A set n c M,(E) is called completely convex if for every probability space (52, &, 11) 
and Markov kernel v from a to E with v(w, . ) E 17 for each o, the p.m. defined by 
,uv(A) = j v(., A) dp belongs to Il. A convex set n E M, (E) is called almost completely 
convex if there exists an increasing sequence of completely convex subsets nit i 3 1 of 
ZZ such that for every atomic probability measure P E II with a finite number of atoms, 
we have PEU;~, ni. See Csiszar (1984). 
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In the following, we fix T > 0 and I/ will denote the space D([O, T], R) of cadlag 
functions, endowed with the supremum norm 11. )I 50. Thus, V is a non-separable Banach 
space. A Markov jump process with countable state space C is called regular if 
lim, , o5 T,, = + og a.s., where (T,) are the times of jumps. 
2.2. A lower bound of large deviation probabilities 
The following result concerns the lower bound of large deviation probabilities of 
Banach space valued random variables. 
Proposition 2.1. Let B be a Banach space, 49 a a-jield on B, Sz = BN, d = B@‘” and 
Xi:ll + B the coordinate maps. Let Q E Ml(B) and C c B be such that 
A, := {(l/n) 1; Xi E C} is d-measurable and 
Then for all probability measures PE M,(B) we have 
lim inf i log P@” 
n+5 n (ii1 X+C) > - D(QIIP). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Proof. The proposition is a particular case of Bahadur et al. (1980, Theorem 2.1, see 
also Example 3.4); however, we can see the result directly as follows: first of all we 
assume that Q<< P (otherwise (2.8) is obvious) and observe that 
jW 3 jLdQ,lidpdQ, 
Indeed, (2.9) is obvious if P<<Q; 
AE93. (2.9) 
otherwise, taking Q, = aQ + (1 - cx)P, we have 
P(A) 3 ci 
s 
lA 
1 
P-Q, 
dQrxl@ 
and we get (2.9) by using Fatou’s lemma. Now, applying (2.9) to PO” and Q@” and 
using the Jensen inequality, we have 
log P@“(A,) 3 log s 1~ 1 n dQBn”ldPQ” dQ@” 
1 
2 -QO~(A,) 
I 
dQ@‘” 
lAnlogFdQ@* 
1 
n Q@'(ArJ s
lAnlOg~dQ"". 
Consequently, 
1 
;log P@“(A,) 3 - ~ 
Q@*(4) s 
lAm log $$dQ’“; (2.10) 
hence, using (2.7) and Lebesgue’s theorem we get (2.8). 0 
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Remark 2.2. If the sets A, are not measurable the proposition holds by replacing PO” 
and QQ” by their inner measures with respect to a(X’, i d n). In this paper we take 
B = I/ and although B is not separable, the events under consideration are still 
measurable. See Remark 3.2. 
2.3. A law of large numbers for sequence of stochastic processes 
Let us now recall a law of large numbers for a sequence of processes which are 
viewed as random variables with values in a Banach space which is not necessarily 
separable. Let (a,&, P) be a probability space, (B, 11 .I/) a Banach space, B* and B** 
are its algebraic dual and bidual, respectively. A function f: St + B is called weakly 
measurable (resp. weakly P-integrable) iff for all x* E B* the function o -+ x*(f(c~)) is 
measurable (resp. P-integrable). In the last case its mean or expectation Efis defined 
as the linear functional on B* given by 
Ef(x*) = x*(f(d) WW, s (2.11) 
then Ef E B** and if Ef E B we say that f is Gelfand integrable and we have 
(x*> Ef )B*,B = s x*(f(w)) P(do) Vx” E B*. 
In the case where the Banach space B is (a subspace of) the space of bounded functions 
of the Bore1 subset .T c I&!, denoted by B(F) and endowed with the supremum norm 
II.II n[, f: 52 -+ B Gelfand-integrable then 
EN) = 
s 
X,(f(o)) P(dw) = 
s 
f(w) (0 P(dw) 
(take in (2.11) x* = X, defined by X,(4) = 4(t)). 
Finally, P denotes the outer P-measure and for a mapf: fi + R = [wu{ - a, + co}, 
j*f dP denotes the upper P-integral off: With these notations we have the following 
theorem which is Corollary 4.7 of Hoffmann-Jorgensen (1985). 
Theorem 2.3. Let F be a Bore1 subset of R, (S, 9,P) a probability space, and 
X: F x S + R’ a stochastic process satisfying 
X is 98(F) @ Y - measurable, (2.12) 
r sup IX(t,s) lP(ds) < co, (2.13) 
J rt.? 
P({s: 
P((s: 
lim X(t.s) exists)) = 1, V’UEY-, (2.14) 
1-K 
lim X(t,s)exists}) = 1, VME.~+, 
f-U+ 
(2.15) 
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where F- (resp. Y’) is the set of all left (resp. right) limit points of F, i.e., 
F- = {u&l3 (tn} c T : t, + u and t, < u Yn}, 
J c-’ = (ueR13 {tn} c T: t,+u and t, < uvn}. 
Then X satisfies the law of large numbers, namely 
3aEB(F): lim 
II 
a - i ,i X(. , si) 
II 
= 0 for PBN - U.U.(Si)EYN”. 
n-cc 1-l co 
Moreover, the B(Y)-valued r. v. s + X(., s) is Gelfund-integrable and its integral is equal 
to the vector a. 
Remark 2.4. The law of larger number in non-separable Banach spaces does not hold 
in general as it can be shown by the following counterexample: let 1 m be the Banach 
space of real bounded sequences (Xi)l~N endowed with the supremum norm 
11 x llm = sup, 1 xk I and with the o-field 9’ where 9 is the Bore1 o-field of [w, and (sk, i), 
i, kc N a family of i.i.d. random variables with P(&k,i = 1) = P(&k,i = - 1) = f. Define 
the sequence Xi, ie N of l”-valued r.v. by Xi = (so,;, Ei,i, . . . ). (Note that the law ofX1 
defined on 9’” cannot be extended to the Bore1 o-field of l”.) It is easy to check that 
P(lll/n 2; X’JI, = 1) = 1 for all n although E(X1) = O,= and E(ll X’ II,) = 1 < co. 
The previous theorem cannot be used in this case: the assumption (2.14) is not 
satisfied (take u = + co). In fact, the regularity condition we impose to our Markov 
processes is essential for the application of Theorem 2.3. 
3. The main result 
In this section we state the conditional limit theorem for Markov jump processes. 
The proof is given in Sections 4 and 5. If X is a regular Markov process with countable 
state space C, the path space of X on [0, T] (i.e. the set of piecewise constant maps 
from [0, T] onto C) will be denoted by S. For a map $ : Z + [w we will denote by Y the 
map (x,) E S H ($(x,)) E I’. Finally, for Q E M 1 (S), Yy, Q is the image of Q under the map 
Y (S and V will be endowed with the product a-fields, denoted by Y and &?‘, 
respectively, see Section 4) and E( Yu,Q) E V will denote the mean of Y,Q, see Section 
4 for the definition. 
Theorem 3.1. Let Xi, X:, . . . , t E [0, T], T < cc, be a sequence of Markov jump pro- 
cesses with countable state space C, regular, independent and with the same law P. Let 
I+!I: C -+ 54 and U be an interval of R such that there exists e E C: $(e) lint U and 
Pr(XA = e) > 0. Then 
(i) the sequence of conditional laws 
P,(.) = Pr X~E. I-f: $(Xf)cU, for all tE[O,T] 
( I l-1 > 
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converges in information as n /1 co to the generalized I-projection P* of P on the set of 
probability measures 
n(G):= {Q-WS): W',QWu) 
where Cc = (4~ V:4(t)E U, VtE[O, T]}. 
(ii) P* satis$es 
dP* e - l:W:V(dt) 
-= 
dP Z 
, Z = EPe - j;$(X!)~(df) , 
where 2 is the element of V’ (the topological dual of V) given by 
inf ~(4) - log EP ea(IL”x’) 1 
(iii) The process X’ is Markovian under P *. Moreover, if the function $ is positive 
and OE U, then the linear form ;i is also positive. 
Remark 3.2. (a) The conditioning events A(n) = {(l/n)Cy= 1 $(X~)E U, Yt6 [O, T]} 
are clearly measurable (w.r.t. Y”), and we have 
Pr(A(n)) 2 Pr(X,! = e, Y’te [0, T])” > 0. 
(b) It is easy to verify that, under the laws P,,, X’ is not a Markov process. 
Remark 3.3. The assertion (ii) can be called a maximum entropy principle. Roughly, it 
states that the conditional limit law is obtained by maximizing the entropy 
- J (dQ/dP) log(dQ/dP) dP on the set Z7(C,). 
Remark 3.4. The continuous linear functionals of V are identified with the corres- 
ponding (finitely additive) measures on 10, T] and, as it is the case for the topological 
dual of L”([O, T], R) (cf., e.g., Yosida, 1980), an element 2 of V’ is of the form 
44) = 
s 
T $(t)n(dt):= lim i 4 T 2(lCiT,n,(i+ ,)r,,,t), 
0 n-m i=. 0 
(3.16) 
which also shows that 2 is S&measurable. However, unlike (L”)‘, the measures /ZE V’ 
are not necessarily absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure. 
As by-product of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have a precise value of some large 
deviation probabilities for the processes (Xf ): 
Corollary 3.5 Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, we have 
lim 1logPr 
n-can 
QttE[O,T] = D(IT(C,)llP). 
> 
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4. The basic inequality and a generalized I-projection of the law of the process 
To simplify things we assume that the function II/ is injective, C c [w and $(x) = x. 
Consider a Markov jump process X, with state space C. Let P be the law of its 
restriction to [0, T] which will be considered as a probability measure on (V, &?) 
where g is the trace on V of the a-field ,Z-Roco,T1, 8 being the Bore1 field of R. 
Note. The choice of the space V is the natural one: The state space of the process 
contains at least two states 0 and 1 (say); its “path space” contains all the piecewise 
constant (and cAdlAg) functions with values in (0, l}. But the subspace spanned by this 
path space contains all the piecewise constant (and c8dl8g) functions and its comple- 
tion w.r.t. the sup-norm is I/. 
By the assumptions U c R! is an interval such that there exists kE(int U)nS and 
Pr(XO = k) > 0. Without loss of generality, we may (and shall) take Cl = [ - 1, l] and 
k = 0. This implies that P{cl~~j > 0 where we(t) = 0 for t E [IO, T]. We take 
a = V”, X’:KI -+ V, i = 1,2, . . the coordinate maps and iFD = Porm. Let 
K, = {4~ V: Card {t:4(t -) # 4(t)} < cxj and l1411uc < H}. 
Since the process X, is regular we have P(U,K,) = 1. For a subset A of I/ we shall use 
the following notations: 
II(A) = {P’:E(P’)&43, II,(A) = {P’:3n P’(K,) = 1, E(P’)EA}, 
where the notation E(Q) for Q E M 1 (V) means the expectation of the probability Q, i.e. 
the element u0 (when it exists) of I/ which verifies 
5 u’( .)dQ = u’(uO) for each U’E I/‘. (4.17) V 
Notice that when E(Q) exists it is given by E(Q)(t) = lV @(t)Q(d+). On the other hand, 
if Q is the law of a random variable X which is Gelfand-integrable, then we have 
E(X) = E(Q). Also, it is known that in general, when I/ is topological vector space, 
E(Q) exists if there exists a compact subset K c I/ such that Q(K) = 1; see Choquet 
(1969, p. 115). In the sequel, we will need a similar result for V = O([O, T], R) but 
without the compactness of K: 
Lemma 4.1. Let Q E Ml (V) be such that there exists a bounded measurable subset K oj 
V with Q(K) = 1, then E(Q) exists. Further, if K is a bounded closed convex then 
E(Q)EK. 
Proof. Denote by e, the continuous linear functional on V defined by ~~(4) = 4(t). 
Then define ljOe V by uo(t) = jv E,( .)dQ. For each t, q,(t) exists because of the 
boundedness of E, on K. Now we have to show that u0 verifies (4.17). Using (3.16), we 
have for all D’ E V’ 
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= I /kb) dQ (41, 
where we have used Lebesgue’s theorem (the quantities Cr= 1 4(iT/n) v’(lCiTln,(, + ,,T1nC). 
are uniformly bounded w.r.t. n and 4 on K.). To verify the second assertion, observe 
that the assumptions imply that K, := {4(t): 4 E K} IS a closed convex subset of R for 
all t E [0, T]. Since the random variable E, satisfies E, E K,Q-a.s., we have E(E,) E K, for 
each t and hence E(Q)E K. 0 
The following proposition is the equivalent of Theorem 3 of Csiszar (1984) in our 
context. It gives in particular an expression of certain generalized I-projections. The 
above-mentioned theorem makes a tightness assumption; so the proof in our case 
requires some modifications, but it follows closely that of Csiszar. We shall give the 
main part of it. 
Proposition 4.2. We have 
D(fI(C,) 1) P) = D(DO(int C,) (1 P) = D < US, 
and the generalized I-projection P* of P on IZ(C,) is the same as on II,(int Cu) and it is 
given by 
%@) - “T, 2 = EP[e’*(‘)], (4.18) 
where I* is a continuous linear form on V given by 
l* = argTtx[fnf,/($) - LogEPe”.‘]. (4.19) 
E c 
Proof. In this proof P* will denote the generalized I-projection of P on ZI,(int C,). 
First of all observe that 
D(nO(intCUIIP) d WLollP) = - h(P({~o)N< a 
because 6,, E n,(int Cu) and P({w,,}) > 0. 
Next, we shall prove that P and P* are mutually absolutely continuous. It is clear 
that P*<<P(in fact, D(P* IIP) < D(D,(int C)llP) < co, see (2.6)). To show that P<<P*, 
define the probability measures Qn( .) = P( .nK,,)/P(K,). Since QJK,,) = 1, we have 
E(Q,,) exists and belongs to K, by Lemma 3.1. Therefore, for some small ~1, > 0, 
Il~n~(Qn)llm < 1. Let PA = (1 - CC,)~,,~ + x,Q,. We have E(Pb)Eint C and 
PL(K,) = 1. Furthermore, D(PL 1) P) < uz ; indeed, we have 
(1 - %) =- 
P({%l) 
LJ = w. + -5- LJeK.. 
PUG) 
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Therefore, 
O(P:,IlP)< s ( log 1 - CI, ___ - dP:, K P({wo)) + P$“) > 
which shows that D(Ph 11 P) < co. Now, using (2.5), we get D(PL 11 P *) d D(Ph (I P) < GO; 
then, necessarily Pb<<P* which implies that Q,, << P* for every n and finally P<c P* 
because P(U,K,) = 1. 
Now, we shall show that the Radon-Nikodym derivative dP*/dP is of the form 
(4.18). First, observe that the unit ball CU of V can be written as 
CU = Cz”:= {vE V:u’(v) d 1 for all v’ECz}, (4.20) 
where 
Ci = {U’E V’:v’(u) d 1 for all UE C,}. 
(This is clear, without using the bipolar theorem here!). Further, using the definition of 
the expectation (4.17), Lemma 4.1 and (4.20), we can write 
no(C,) = {P’: 3Ki, P’(K<) = 1 
s 
fdP’ > 0 for all fEg:>, (4.21) 
where 
4 = (a(1 - u’): a > 0, U’E c;}. (4.22) 
By the fact that the functionals J”EF are bounded on each K, (since each u’ is 
a continuous linear functional and K, is bounded), we can use Lemma 3.4 of Csiszar 
(1984) (which is essentially an application of the Hahn-Banach theorem): there is 
a sequencef, = a,(1 - U~)E F such that log(dP*/dP) = D + limf,, P* a.s. (and then 
P-a.s. since P and P* are equivalent). The closed unit ball C”, of V’ is weakly* 
compact; therefore, we can extract a subsequence of u; which converges weakly to 
some u’ E CE. From now on, the index 12 will designate such a subsequence. On the 
other hand, there is a subsequence a,k of a, such that lirn~,,~ = UE [0, + a]. if 
a = + co then v’ = 1 P-a.s., which is not possible (use the fact that u’ is linear or that 
E(6,J = 0 and 6,0<<P). Thus, the sequence fn, converges P-a.s. to a(1 - u’), a 2 0. 
This proves that 
* 
CT,.) =T$ 
with Z = exp(- D -a) and 1* = - UU’E I/‘. The proof of the the fact that 
D(n,(int Cu)ll P) = D(ZZ(C,)(l P) and that P* is also the generalized I-projection of 
P on n(C,) and the variational formula of I* is exactly the same as in Csiszar (1984, 
p. 787); we omit the details. 0 
Remark 4.3. If the energy function II/ is bounded, which is the case when the state 
space of the process X, is finite, and if U is a closed interval then the generalized 
I-projection P* of the law P of X on n(Cu) is in fact its I-projection. Indeed, one can 
easily see that the set n(C,) is variation-closed. 
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The following proposition is an application of Csiszar (1984, Theorem 1). The 
inequality (4.23) is a key step in the proof of the convergence part of Theorem 3.1. Let 
us point out that the estimates (4.23) and (4.24) hold when ZI,(C,) is replaced by any 
other set of pm’s which is almost completely convex; this makes all the interest of the 
later concept. For completeness, the ideas of the proof of these estimates (for almost 
completely convex subsets) are explained in the appendix. 
Proposition 4.4. Let P* be the generalized I-projection of P on IlO( L, the empirical 
mean of the processes Xi: L, := l/n I:= 1 dxc and (P,) the sequence of conditional laws of 
Theorem 3.1. Then we have the following inequalities: 
WP,IIP*) G -~logPr(L.~n~(Cv)) -N~&Cv)IIP), (4.23) 
A log WL E ndc,)) < - D(ZI,(cCU)IIP) for all nEN. 
Proof. First, notice that for C c I/ we have 
{i iI xkc} = (L”E&(C)) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
and 
log Pr(L, E ZI,(C,)) = - D(P, II P). 
In view of Theorem 1 of Csiszar (1984) (see also the appendix) it suffices to verify that 
the set n,(C) c M,(V) is almost completely convex. By using (4.21) and the bounded- 
ness of each fE B on the sets K,, this follows from Csiszar (1984, Lemma 4.3). 0 
Note. In Csiszar’s paper, the fact that II, is almost completely convex is 
guaranteed by the compactness of sets Ki which play the same role as ours: this 
restriction is needed in that paper to assure that continuous linear functionals v’ E I” 
are bounded in Ki where I/ is a topological vector space. 
5. End of the proof of Theorem 3.1 
We shall use the notations of Section 4. 
Parts (i) and (ii). On account of Proposition 4.4, the convergence in information of the 
sequence P, to P* will follow from (4.23) if we show that 
For 
lim jn: i log Pr(L, E ZI,(C,)) 2 - D(n,(C,) 11 P). 
P’ E n,(int C,) there exists a subset K, such that 
P’(K,) = 1 and E(P’)Eint CU. 
(5.26) 
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Since P’(K,) = 1, we also have 
P’({W:!$ w(t), $m, o(t) exist}) = 1 V”E [0, T], 
and 
j 
sup I d4t) I @‘($I < ~0. 
fE: [OT] 
The processes Xi are cadlag and therefore are g([O, T]) @ 9#-measurable. Conse- 
quently, the law of large numbers recalled above (Theorem 2.3) holds and we have 
lim PfQN 
n’cc ( 
Si$r X!fzintCu) = 1, 
since int Cu is an open subset which contains E(P’). 
Thus, we can apply the lower bound result (Proposition 2.1) and it follows that 
lim .‘_“i i log Pr(L, E ZI,(int C,)) 3 - D(P’IIP), 
which implies (5.26) because 
Pr(L,EITo(Co)) 3 Pr(L,EII,(int C,)) and D(ZI,(C,)]]P) = D(II,(int C,)IjP). 
This and Proposition 4.2 achieve the proof of parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem. 
Part (iii). (1) The Markov property of X.’ under the law P*, namely 
EP*(Y,Y,IX;) = EP*(YJX;)EP*(YzlX;) 
for each r.v’s Y1 , Y2 which are 0(X,‘, s d t)-measurable and a(Xd, s 3 t)-measurable 
respectively, follows easily from the expression of the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dP*/dP and the Markov property of X1 under P. 
(2) Assume now that $ takes its values in [w, and OE U. Then we can suppose, 
without loss of generality, that U = [0, a], a > 0. Let c1 be an element of V’ and 
J(m) = inQEC, a(4)-log Ee”(y(X1), then 
T 
J(a) = a lSUpp_~~x) ix(dt) - log Ee~~IL(X:)z(dt), 
0 
where supp-(a) is the negative support of CI i.e. the largest subset of [0, T] such that if 
4 E V, (p > 0 and supp(d) c supp-(a) then ~(4) d 0. Consider the linear form CI~ E I/ 
given by 
then a1 is negative and since \cI > 0 we see that 
Thus, to each C(E I/’ we can associate an a, E I/” with cur d 0 and J(U) d J(cl,). This 
proves that the linear form arg max,,y, J(E) is negative i.e. 2 is positive and completes 
the proof of the theorem. 0 
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Proof of the Corollary. It is an immediate consequence of (4.24) (4.25) and (5.26). 0 
Remark 5.1. Classical Sanov-type theorems can be applied to the empirical measures 
L, := l/n x1= 1 axt when Mr (V) is endowed with the Levy-Prohorov metric 0 and we 
have a large deviation principle for L, with rate function (D(. 1) P): 
;,jnJ D(QIJP) d lim”i:f, -lnlogPr(L,tA) 
R 
We have even a refinement by replacing the topology induced by 9 by a stronger 
topology, the r-topology of Groenboom et al. (1979) to which we refer the reader for 
more details; see also Dembo-Zeitouni (1993, Ch. 6). However, this topology is still 
weak to give information about the limit of quantities like l/n log Pr(l/n I;= 1 Xf E U, 
for all t E [0, T])( = l/n log Pr(L, E ZI,(C,))) which is known to exist (because of the 
sub-additivity of the sequence u,, = - log P(L, E C,)). 
Note on the initial motivation. It is natural to seek a maximum entropy principle 
which concerns a gas of particles whose movements are described by a Brownian 
motions or more general diffusions (without jumps). In these cases the results of 
Csiszar can be applied without modification. 
The interest to the case of Markov jump processes was motivated by the study of 
a performance model of communication networks ‘. Let us describe briefly the situ- 
ation in a simple case. Consider N traffic sources which are connected to a buffer with 
finite capacity. Each source has two states 1 or 0 (on/off source) and is represented by 
a Markov jump process with the state space C = (0, l}. Let C = cN be the capacity of 
the buffer, i.e. it allows only C connections: Cy! i Xf < cN. Then several situations 
lead to the study of the behavior of a source given the capacity constraint or to the 
evaluation of the probability of some rare events which may occur in the system. For 
instance, if in some time interval [T,, T2] the “activity” of the sources increases in 
such a way that in this interval the number of required connections is greater than cN, 
then it is interesting to study the behavior of a typical source given the above 
constraint, i.e. the conditional law Pr(X 1 E . [ l/N Cy X( 6 c, V t E [T,, T2]) (in this 
“activity” time interval the conditioning event is actually a rare event). On the other 
hand, one may also be interested in probabilities of rare events like {l/n Cy Xf d c’, 
‘v”tE [0, T]} with c’ > c and c’ > EX: (the process X,’ is now assumed stationary). 
Unfortunately, it is not easy to have tractable expressions for these probabilities. For 
similar models and problems we refer to Weiss (1986) and the references therein. 
Appendix 
In this appendix we shall briefly sketch the proof of estimates (4.23) and (4.24) in the 
general case where n,(C,) is replaced by an almost completely convex n. Let 
’ I am indebted to MM. F. Baccelli and S. A. Zuyev for suggesting me that model. 
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Xi, i 3 1 be an i.i.d. sequence in a measurable space (E, 8) with law P, L, = l/n C;= 1 
6,,, A(n) = {L,EII} and P* the generalized I-projection of P on L’. 
First, we recall an information theoretic identity which is easily deduced from the 
definition of the divergence. Let Qie M,(E), i = 1, . . , n, and P@)E M,(E”) whose 
marginals are RI, . . . , R, then 
D(R'"' I( @C= 1 Qi) = D(R'"' 1) @ye 1 Ri) + i D(Ri)l Qi). (5.27) 
i=l 
As an application of (5.27), if we take R”“(. ) = PC”):= Pr((Xl, . . , X”)E . ) A(n)), 
Qi = P*, we get 
D(P”JlP*) < b(P’qP*@“) (5.28) 
n 
(here P, = Pr(X’ E . I A(n))). In view of (5.28), the inequality (4.23) follows from 
ilogPr(L.fn) d - D(If((P) -iD(P(“)IIP*@“). (5.29) 
To prove (5.29) we proceed as follows: 
Step 1: Observe that D(P’“‘IIP@“) = - logP@n(A(n)). Hence, using (5.27) with 
Qi = P, R’“’ = PC”’ we get 
- logP@(A(n)) = D(P’“‘JJP:“) + nD(P,IJP). 
On the other hand, (5.27) with Qi = P*, R(“) = PC”) yields 
D(P’“‘IIP*@y = D(P’“‘IIPy) + nD(P,IIP*). 
Step 2: Assume that P,,EI~ then by (2.5) we have 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
WnIIP) 3 w”lIp*) + WnllP). 
From (5.30)-(5.32) we deduce that 
(5.32) 
- logP@“(A(n)) = D(P’“)JIP*@‘“) + n(D(P,jlP) - D(P,IjP*)) 
> D(P’“‘IlP*@“) + nD(I7JIP), 
i.e. (5.29). 
Step 3: In general, we do not have P.( = Pr(X’ E . I L, E II)) E ZZ. However - and this 
is a key property for completely convex sets - if n is completely convex, one can show 
that Pr(X’ E . I L,E IZ’)EU for each nl c Il with Pr(L,En’)) > 0 (Lemma 4.2 of 
CsiszBr, 1984) (Nota. If A$6 with Pr(A) > 0 then we can set Pr(B ( A) := P(B I A) where 
A c A, A c d and Pr(A) is minimum subject to these two conditions). Finally, if n is 
only almost completely convex, one can choose a sequence of measurable sets A,(n) 
with {Ln~IIk} c A,(n) (IZ, are the sets which appear in the definition of almost 
completely convex subsets), Pr(. I &(n)) = Pr(. (L, E IZ,) and P@“(A,(n)) + P@“(A(n)) 
as k -+ + co. Since Ilk is completely convex we have Pr(.( A,(n)) = Pr 
(. ( L, E II,) E ZIk c II and we can apply the results of step 2 and pass to the limit as 
k --+ + co ; this proves (5.29) for Il almost completely convex subset. Concerning (4.24) 
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we remark that since Ll, c II, we have D(Pr(X ’ E . ) A,Jn))ll P) 3 D(Zl(( P) and using 
(5.30) we get 
;logPr(L.En) d -D(zI)lP) 
by letting k + + co. 0 
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